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Editorial

by Mr. Gilbert

This year is the 10th anniversary of our school. We have been busy
celebrating so many achievements. In this issue of the HNYP Post,
we are looking back at some important history and fun facts about
our committed staff and school. We are also introducing some new
teachers.
Students have produced so much excellent work this year and we
are really proud to show you some highlights.
Please enjoy our third HNYP Post.

Meeting Our New English Teachers
There are some new faces in our school. Let us introduce them to you!
I really love teaching. I’m an

enthusiastic and passionate
teacher who facilitates

students learning in a
gratifying way. I teach English

Miss Chan

and General Studies mainly.

Mr. Leung

I like travelling, dancing and
taking photos.

Miss Chu
I joined this school last year.
Apar t from English, I teach General
Studies, too. I like travelling and practising
Yoga a lot. I like reading cookbooks
and I enjoy cooking, too.

Miss Tang

This is my first year teaching
in this school! I am an English
teacher and the class teacher
of 3B. I like watching movies.
My favourite colours are
green and blue! My favourite
country is Australia and
I like Sydney very much.

I teach English and Music and I like
playing the piano. I enjoy reading
fiction in my spare time. I love
having lessons with my students.
They are great! My favourite
countries are the US and the UK.
The views there are perfect!
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Interviewing Uncle Keung

School Quiz
How much do you know about our school? Try
and answer the following questions.
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WHO AM I?

Can you tell who they are?
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Answers:
1. 2006 2. Mr Li Chor On
3. KCBC Hay Nien Primary School
4. Ma On Shan 5. Uncle Keung, Kin, Wai, Hung 6. Australia .
7. fourth floor 8. Hall/Room 407-8 9. Meeting Room (7/F) 10. 8
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1. In what year did our school move to Tai
Wai?
2. Who was the School Principal at that time?
3. What is our ‘sister’ school called?
4. Where is our ‘sister’ school located?
5. Name two of our janitors.
6. What country is Mr. Gilbert from?
7. Which floor is the English Wonderland
Room on?
8. Where can you find a big mirror in the
school?
9. Where do all teachers usually have
meetings?
10.How many male teachers are there?

Do you want to know about
Uncle Keung? Let me tell you
more. Besides the busy work
at school, he likes sports
very much. He goes hiking,
cycling or swimming at the
weekends. He likes eating
vegetables the best. That’s
why he is so fit and healthy.
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Answers:
1) Mr. Gilbert 2) Mr. Li Chor On (Our Principal) 3) Mr. Leung Kin Wa 4) Mr. Ho Wai Choi
5) Miss Tang Wai Ling 6) Miss Lui Chui Chun 7) Miss Liu Shun Shan 8) Miss So Siu Hung
9) Miss Chau Yat Chun 10) Miss Chan Ying 11) Miss Tao Kim Kwok 12) Miss Gan Ching Ching
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1. You always see me in the English Room.
2. I'm the head of the school. You can tell
who I am!
3. I am a new teacher this year!
4. I like sports a lot!
5. I teach English and Maths.
6. I like baking cakes and gardening.
7. I like singing a lot!
8. I like Hello Kitty a lot.
9. I am the Vice Principal.
10. I have long hair now.
11. I like eating. I teach Chinese in P.6
12. I am one of the P1 class teachers this year.

2015-2016 Story Writing Competition
I like Toys

by Himman Wong (1B)

1. I like toys,
any kind of toys.

The dog

2. Toys in a toy shop. 3. I can see the blue
robot.

by Jeff Cheung 2B

4. I can see the red
ball.

5. I can see the yellow
toy cars.

In a Dark Dark Castle

We made a dog.

6. I like toys.

by Anson Lo (3C)

In a dark, dark wood,
there was a dark, dark castle.
And in that dark, dark castle,
there was a dark, dark bedroom.

We gave it a red belt.

And in that dark, dark bedroom,
We gave it a red T-shirt and

there was a dark, dark bed.

jeans.
And in that dark, dark bed,
We gave it a cap and shoes.

there was a dark, dark jacket.
And in that dark, dark jacket, there was --

Oh! Lovely!

A ZOMBIE!

The Cute Kitten, the Fresh, Yummy Fish and THE BIG AWFUL CAT
By Wendy Hung (5A)
Hello, Cute Kitten. What are you doing? Oh! I see. Are you going to catch that fresh
yummy fish? But, Cute Kitten, haven’t you heard about the big awful cat? Oh! The big,
awful cat can smell a fresh yummy fish five miles away.
‘Pitter! Ratter! Pitter!’ The cat will walk through the wood on his big awful feet, and
‘Rustle! Rustle! Rustle,’ find the fish, no matter where it is hidden.
Cute Kitten talks to itself, ‘I will hide it in the refrigerator, or disguise it!’ Now the fresh, yummy fish
looks like a clown with makeup.
Quick! There’s only one way in the whole wide world to save a fresh, yummy fish from the big awful cat! Cut the
fish into pieces, and then share it with everyone. Now, that’s one fresh, yummy fish the big, awful cat will never
get.
This story tells us that we should share things with others.
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2015-2016 STORY

Sir Small and the Dragonfly
by Hung Yin Hei, Melody (6A)

WRITING COMPETITION
The FAT White Sheep

by Eva Gu (4B)
Once upon a time, there was
a fat white sheep who had
sausages. She said, ‘I will take
them home and make a pizza.’
The fat white sheep asked a
snake, a bird and a cat, ‘Will you
help me carry my sausages?’

Long, long ago, a tiny knight rode his
clever bee into the town of Pee Wee.
One day, a dragonfly came. Everyone ran
and hid themselves. Lady Teena ran, too.
Down came the dragonfly. Woo! Up went
Lady Teena. ‘Help me!’ she shouted loudly.
‘I’ll save her,’ the tiny knight said to the
king. ‘ You? Haha!’ the king burst out
laughing.
‘Let’s go!’ He flew up to the sky with his
clever bee.

The snake said, ‘No.’ The bird
said, ‘No.’ The cat said, ‘No.’ The fat white sheep said, ‘Then
I will carry them by myself.’

‘It’s here!’ said Sir Small. He saw a large tall tree and a tree house
there. The dragonfly was sleeping in the tree house. It had two long
sharp teeth and strong wings. It had big eyes so it could see clearly.

One hour later, the pizza looked so good! The fat white
sheep asked, ‘Who will help me eat then?’

‘What should I do?’ thought Sir Small. He was not as strong as
the dragonfly and also too small to win. However, although he was
small, he was smarter than the dragonfly, and so was his bee. His
bee flew in front of the dragonfly. The dragonfly was awake. He
thought the bee was noisy and wanted to catch it. The bee flew away
and followed by the dragonfly.

The snake said, ‘Yes, I will.’ The bird said, ‘Yes, I will.’ The cat
said, ‘Yes, I will.’ The fat white sheep said, ‘You did not help
me carry my sausages, so I will not share my pizza with you!’
The snake, bird and cat were sad and worried.

Smart Sir Small saved Lady Teena when the
dragonfly was flying away. Then his clever bee
took them back to Pee Wee. Everyone in the
town knew the story and was shocked about it.
Wow! Sir Small was the HERO!

P.2-3 DRAMA GROUP
This year our group have enjoyed many drama games and practised hard preparing to perform the play called, The Emperor’s New Clothes. We have had
a lot of laughs and everyone has become more confident and skilful participating in the drama.
The group of thirteen has really worked hard and pulled together to have a successful production. Good teamwork and concentration is required and
these are skills we spent a lot of time on.
We look forward to presenting our performance in June and look forward to many of you attending.
Here’s an interview of one of the drama group’s members, Kaylie from Class 3A.
1.

What did you enjoy most about Drama?
I liked playing the warm-up games with my friends.

2.

What is your role in the drama?
I am one of the narrators.

3.

What is difficult for you?
I need to say all the words properly.

4.

What part of the story do you like the best?
I like the part where the little boy says to the king, “No new clothes!”. Then his father is unhappy.

5.

Who is your favourite actor/actress? Why?
The king, played by Kinson (2B), is my favourite because he is very funny and silly.

6.

How do you feel while narrating?
I feel excited because it is an important part of the performance.
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Mr. Gilbert and Kaylie (3A)

